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This is the fourth book in the Brain Games: Picture Puzzles series. Two or more pictures that

seemingly are identical are presented on the same page, but subtle changes have been made to

one of the pictures. It s up to you to find what has been altered.The book is divided into four

sections of pictures puzzles, each progressively more difficult. Can t find all the changes? No

problem solutions to all the puzzles are provided in the final section of the book.The book is

spiral-bound and handy to use, no matter whether you are at home, on public transportation, in a

long security line at the airport, or relaxing at poolside or on the beach. Take along Brain Games

Picture Puzzles #4 wherever you go stimulate your mind a few minutes at a time.The Brain Games:

Picture Puzzles series was developed to challenge your powers of observation and stimulate your

ability to focus and concentrate. All books in the series contain unique content.
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I purchased a number of these books for my daughter who is now deceased. She greatly enjoyed

doing these puzzles and they provided hours of entertainment for her. Sometimes we shared the

puzzles while waiting in numerous doctor's offices. I kept a couple of them and put them away in a

memory box after her death.

My 80 yr old mother is trying to keep her brain active and I knew she loves these kinds of puzzles. I

bought this one and she's like a kid with a new phone, can't put it down. She quickly worked through



the book and I had to go back and order several more along with maze puzzles. She also liked the

fact that it is spiral bound. If it keeps her brain working then I'm all for it!

My mother has a concern that she will get Alzheimers. So this keeps her brain active and she loves

this book! This was her favorite of all of the different books I had gotten her. I enjoy it as well. Takes

me back to being a kid - Only downturn would be if the pictures were larger. Help the elderly see the

picture better - almost like a large print book

The content of this book is great. Unfortunately, the binding of the book is poor. Spiral is a great

idea so the book can open flat, but the quality of the spiral is quite poor. The back cover quickly

came half-off the book, and the bottom end of the spiral was stuck and bent and unable to feed

through the book's pages. Should've gone with a traditional spiral, instead of the pseudo-spiral

material used. Bind it properly? Hours of fun!

This book has been great. During the holidays, I scanned several pages and printed enough copies

so that everyone could play. We would say which puzzle to start and kept score by who finished in

what place - we all loved it.Great family fun; I also did puzzles while waiting at the barbershop.Buy

it.

I've been buying these books for Christmas gifts for members of my family who "have everything".

They are always a big hit even if I've inadvertently purchased the same edition. I recommend them

for all hard-to-buy-for people - intelligent ones, dumb ones, busy ones, idle ones, young ones, old

ones. You can even put a chain on the spiral bound book to hang in the bathroom!

good puzzles for seniors that need to exercise their minds

My dad has mild to moderate dementia and enjoys looking at this book. Helps him stimulate his

mind and it's fun.
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